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Introduction

If God knows what you will choose tomorrow, you 
cannot possibly choose otherwise than as God 

knows you will choose. How, then, can you choose 
freely? John Martin Fischer, in his chapter, “Engaging 
with Pike: God, Freedom,and Time” (with Patrick 
Todd and Neal A. Tognazzini – I shall refer to the 
three as “Fischer”) in Our Fate: Essays on God and Free 
Will, briefly mentions a solution which is somewhat 
similar to the one I take to be the most successful way 
of dealing with the dilemma of human freedom and 
divine foreknowledge.  He presents the solution as 
Ockhamism plus “eternalism” and dismisses it quick-
ly in that it requires an “eminently contestable meta-
physical picture about the nature of time”.1 I will de-
fend Anselm’s more systematically worked out version 
of this solution. (My interpretation of Anselm is not 
universally accepted, but here I am more concerned 
with the philosophical plausibility of the proposed 
solution.2) I will explain why the Anselmian does not 
find Pike’s version of the “Basic Argument” for the in-
compatibilism of divine foreknowledge and a human 
“ability to do otherwise” a problem. 

By “freedom” I mean Anselm’s version of libertarian 
free choice. And by “divine foreknowledge” I mean 
God’s knowing absolutely everything (Anselm’s God 

knows things, not just propositions) about the “future” 
(a term which will require qualification) with absolute 
certainty. First I give a quick sketch of Anselm’s anal-
ysis of free will, including the importance of a created 
agent’s ability to choose from himself which requires 
a “power to do otherwise”.3 Then I explain Anselm’s 
solution to the freedom and foreknowledge dilem-
ma hinging on his view of the relationship of God to 
time. I discuss the Anselmian view of the “Basic Ar-
gument”, and then I attempt to defend the Anselmian 
approach against the criticisms that Fischer raises and 
some related criticisms as well.

Anselmian Libertarianism
  
Anselm has it that God gave freedom to created 
agents, human and angelic, so that they could be just. 
His definition of freedom, intended to cover all free 
agents including God, is “the ability to maintain jus-
tice for its own sake.” 4 But in order to be morally re-
sponsible – praiseworthy and blameworthy – it must 
be up to the created agent himself to choose to hold 
fast to justice or to abandon it. (The discussion be-
low will focus exclusively on issues of moral signifi-
cance, so in speaking of  “options”, “choices” etc. I will 
assume that “morally significant” is understood.) In 
Anselm’s tradition of classical theism all that has on-
tological status – every being with its powers, poten-
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cies and properties -- is kept in being from moment 
to moment immediately by God. So it is a puzzle how 
the created agent could have anything from himself 
and not from God. Call a choice from oneself an “a se” 
choice and the property of “from oneself-ness” “asei-
ty”. We know that a created agent can make an a se 
choice, since he can be properly praised and blamed. 
Moreover, sometimes created agents sin, and it is log-
ically impossible that God should cause sin, since to 
sin is to will what God wills that you not will. Further, 
it is in maintaining justice a se that the created agent 
becomes the best image of God. 

Anselm insists that the power to choose between al-
ternative possibilities is required for a created agent 
to choose with aseity. (God, on the other hand, exists 
independently, so all His acts are a se with no need for 
options. Below understand “agent” to refer only to the 
created agent.) The exercise of this power, like medi-
eval causation in general, involves a substance – the 
agent in this case – engaged in activity.5 (Happily for 
the Anselmian, substance causation is making a come-
back.) Counterfactual dependence is irrelevant, unless 
it is intended to express or clarify the exercise of power 
and the consequences thereof. So the agent can have 
the power to choose God provides him with desires 
for two sorts of objects, where both desires cannot be 
satisfied and pursuing one to the point of forming an 
actual intention constitutes the morally virtuous path, 
while pursuing the other to that point constitutes the 
morally vicious path. The agent, the agent’s ability to 
choose, and the motivations are immediately caused 
by God. How, then, can the agent choose with aseity? 
Here Anselm has to coin a new term, to “per-will”. To 
per-will is to desire something through to the point 
of actual intention. Desiring the mutually exclusive 
objects, the agent, at some point, per-wills one desire 
so that that becomes the intention, and the other de-
sire ceases to be viable. And it is absolutely up to the 
agent which desire he per-wills. But there is no new 
entity introduced here. The “act” of choice is just the 
per-willing. So God causes everything in the choice 
that exists, but He does not cause the per-willing, so 
He does not cause all that happens. I have labelled 
this view a “parsimonious” agent-causation, since it is 
agent-causation without the introduction of any new 
or mysterious sorts of causes. 

So an a se choice looks like this: Let “S” stand for our 
agent. To choose a se S must be in the “torn condi-
tion” (TC), where he is desiring the mutually exclu-

sive objects. Call these A and B.  At time (t)1 S is in 
TC desiring A and B. And then at some point, t2, 
he per-wills B. His per-willing B is absolutely a se. 
This schema entails the “grounding principle”: “…
the truth of a proposition about [an a se] choice must 
be grounded in the making of the actual choice.”6 It 
follows that knowledge of the choice must originate 
with the choice itself. (We are most interested in God, 
so I use “knowledge” to refer to true belief arrived at 
in a way that delivers certainty. I adopt the language 
of “belief ” to make the subsequent discussion easier, 
but the God of traditional classical theism does not, 
strictly speaking, entertain beliefs about reality.7 His 
omnipotence and His omniscience are identical with 
the act by which He immediately causes everything 
that is.) How, then, can God foreknow at, and before, 
t1 what S freely chooses at t2?  Anselm’s answer will 
show why the “Basic Argument” is not a problem for 
him.
 
The Anselmian Solution to the Freedom and 
Foreknowledge Dilemma

Ockham’s original version of “Ockhamism” held that 
God knows future free choices even though the future 
does not exist. But how could He? Ockham answered 
with characteristic forthrightness, “I haven’t a clue!”8 

Given the grounding principle, in the absence of an 
actual agent making an a se choice, there is nothing 
to be known. Thus, if we understand created freedom 
along Anselmian lines, Ockhamism (at least in its 
original version) cannot provide a satisfactory solu-
tion to the dilemma, no matter how subtle one’s elab-
oration of the distinction between “soft” and “hard” 
facts. Molinism, too, is ruled out. That there are truths 
about what any possible agent freely chooses in any 
possible circumstances – a truth that is independent 
of any actual agent actually choosing – conflicts with 
the Anselmian analysis of  a se choice. 

What Fischer calls “Thomism”,the thought that God 
is atemporal so His knowledge that S chooses B at 
t2 is not before t2, does not help either. It does not 
– without the addition of more elements -- answer 
the question about how God might know that S 
chooses B at t2.9 And, as Fischer points out, we who 
are located in time may hold at some time t that God 
knows what will happen subsequent to t. Moreover, 
the Christian philosopher may believe that God has 
delivered information to temporally located persons 
in such a way that they know that someone will make 
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a free choice in what is, to them, the future. 

Here is Anselm’s solution to the dilemma: Just as a 
single moment in time is present to, or contains, all of 
space and everything that is happening everywhere in 
space, God’s eternal mode of being, which is not sub-
ject to temporal extension or within time at all, is pres-
ent to, or contains, all spaces and times, and everything 
that is happening everywhere in space and at any time 
in time.10 In that God’s perspective is the correct one, 
since all times are “there” equally for God, all times are 
“there” equally simpliciter. This theory of time is usu-
ally called “eternalism” or “four-dimensionalism”, but 
in that the former term can suggest that the created 
universe is “co-eternal” with God, while the latter may 
seem dogmatic regarding the number of dimensions 
creation may contain, I prefer the term “isotempo-
ralism”. All times are equally real. All have the same 
ontological status. Although “before” and “after” are 
objective, “past”, “present”, and “future” are subjective 
to a given perceiver at a given time. What someone 
at some time perceives as the present is no more real 
than what that perceiver understands to be the past or 
the future. This theory of time underlies any consist-
ent time-travel movie – you start from what is to you 
the present, you go back to the past or forward to the 
future, and, when you get there, that becomes your 
present.11 Among contemporary philosophers of reli-
gion – and this is reflected in Fischer’s brief discussion 
of his Ockhamism plus “eternalism” -- the main al-
ternative to isotemporalism is presentism; what exists 
in the present is all that has ontological status. The 
present is real and the past and future are absolutely 
non-existent.  

Anselmianism holds that God knows what you choose 
in your future because all of time is equally present to 
Him. The proposition, “S chooses B at t2” – assuming 
S chooses B at t2 – is true at all times, the truth of the 
proposition being grounded in the fact that S chooses 
B at t2.  The proposition, “God knows that S chooses 
B at t2” is true at all times, including when believed or 
uttered by a temporal perceiver at and before t1, and 
the source for God’s knowledge is S’s a se choice for 
B at t2.  It is true that, if S chooses B at t2, S cannot 
fail to choose B at t2, but logic delivers that conse-
quence. If an “ability to choose otherwise” entails that 
an agent who chooses X at a time, not choose X at 
that time, then no one can choose otherwise, by the 
law of non-contradiction.  Anselm allows that this 
introduces a species of necessity: Necessarily, if God 

knows that S chooses B at t2, then S chooses B at t2. 
But it is a “consequent” necessity. It is the necessity 
that arises from the original positing of the fact, since 
God knows that S chooses B at t2 because S chooses 
B at t2. Necessarily, if X, then X. How does all of this 
relate to the “Basic Argument”? 

Anselm and the “Basic Argument”

Here is a very slightly altered version of one of the it-
erations of the argument which Fischer gives in “En-
gaging with Pike”:

Suppose that God exists and that S chooses B at 
t2. God, given His essential omniscience, knows 
at t1 that S chooses B at t2. Now one of the fol-
lowing conditionals must be true:

1. If S were to refrain from choosing B at t2, then 
God would have held a false belief at t1.

2. If S were to refrain from choosing B at t2, then 
God would not have existed at t1.

3. If S were to refrain from choosing B at t2, then 
God would have held a different belief from the 
one He actually held at t1, i.e., God would have 
believed at t1 that S would refrain from choosing 
B at t2.12

The conclusion is supposed to be that, given God’s 
omniscience, S cannot refrain from choosing B at t2, 
and hence divine omniscience conflicts with the hu-
man ability to do otherwise, which is essential for a 
robust, libertarian human freedom. 

Here is how the Anselmian analyzes this argument: 
The three conditionals (1-3) are all true. God’s be-
lief at t1 that S chooses B at t2 is grounded in S’s 
choosing B at t2.  And if S chooses B at t2 then, by 
the law of non-contradiction, S does not refrain from 
choosing B at t2. It is true that S cannot choose oth-
erwise at t2 than as he chooses at t2, but it would 
be odd if one had to violate logic in order to be free. 
The freedom involved in the alternatives of the torn 
condition and the absolute aseity of the per-willing of 
one option over the other is sufficient to ground moral 
responsibility. Nothing more, or other, is contributed 
by the “ability to do otherwise” that Pike and Fischer 
have in mind.

Before moving on to a defense of isotemporalism, it 
is worthwhile to note that the three conditionals are 
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true even if we abstract out the temporal indexing of 
God’s beliefs to the past. So, on the isotemporal view 
it would be correct to say that, whatever God believes, 
He believes “at all times”; not that He is circumscribed 
by time, but that it is true at all times that, if X is the 
case, God believes that X is the case. So --

Suppose that God exists and that S chooses B at 
t2.  God, given His essential omniscience, knows 
at all times that S chooses B at t2. Now one of 
the following conditionals must be true:

1. If S were to refrain from choosing B at t2, then 
God would be holding a false belief at all times.

2. If S were to refrain from choosing B at t2, then 
God does not exist at any time.

3. If S were to refrain from choosing B at t2, then 
God would be holding a different belief from the 
one He actually holds at all times, i.e., God would 
be believing at all times that S would refrain from 
choosing B at t2. 

And the conditionals are true if we rephrase them to 
describe God’s present knowledge of S’s choosing B 
at t2.  That is, suppose that God is a temporal being, 
as Fischer assumes, and that He does not have fore-
knowledge, but finds out what agents choose simulta-
neously with their choosing, by observing them. So --

Suppose that God exists and that S chooses B at 
t2. God, given His essential omniscience, knows 
at t2 that S chooses B at t2. Now one of the fol-
lowing conditionals must be true:

1. If S were to refrain from choosing B at t2, then 
God would be holding a false belief at t2.

2. If S were to refrain from choosing B at t2, then 
God does not exist at t2.

3. If S were to refrain from choosing B at t2, then 
God would be holding a different belief from the 
one He actually holds at t2, i.e., God would be 
believing at t2 that S would refrain from choosing 
B at t2. 

This iteration of the “Basic Argument” entails that 
God could not have present knowledge of a present 
choice without the conclusion that the agent cannot 
“do otherwise”.  One might hold that “freedom to do 
otherwise” could be reconciled with divine omnisci-
ence (“omniscience” being a term open to interpre-
tation) if God learns what S chooses only after S has 

chosen. But that is a radical diminution of  divine 
omniscience; there are possibly millions or billions of 
present facts of which God is presently ignorant.

Applying a version of the basic argument to God’s 
present knowledge of present truths does, perhaps, 
trade on the thought that the present is as “fixed” as 
the past.13 Fischer suggests that this thought may be 
mistaken, and chooses not to weigh in. He writes, “…
thus, I shall adopt the convention of speaking of what 
the agent can at the relevant time or just prior to that 
time [Fischer’s italics] do. Thus, if one holds that the 
present is fixed, then the pertinent time, for the pur-
poses of my analysis, is just prior to the present.”14 I 
find this a puzzling suggestion. First, with regard to 
Pike’s argument, the present seems as “fixed” as the 
past. The thought that S may be able to refrain from 
choosing B at t2, although S chooses B at t2, is surely 
difficult, unless one meant by “able to refrain” some-
thing like what the Anselmian could mean: even as 
S chooses B at t2, since S was in TC at t1, and since 
the choice for B over A was absolutely a se, it is true 
to say that S “could” choose A at t2; that is, S retains, 
at t2, the sort of power that allows for the  choosing 
of A (refraining from choosing B). But that sense of 
“could refrain” would not allow the Basic Argument to 
go through, since that S “could refrain” from choosing 
B is entirely consistent with God knowing, at t1 and 
before, that S chooses B at t2.  And the same could be 
said for any understanding that S could refrain from 
choosing B at t2, while S is choosing B at t2, that 
trades on facts about S’s powers as a choosing agent.
And the move to what the agent can do “just prior to 
that time” is not clear. No one can actually do some-
thing prior to the time at which they actually do it. Say 
that the fixity of the present entails that if S chooses 
B at t2, then S cannot refrain from choosing B at t2.  
Can S refrain from choosing B at t2, at t1? It is hard 
to see how. On the Anselmian account, it is true to 
say that, at t1, when S is in TC, S has the agent-causal 
power to per-will A or to per-will B, and it is abso-
lutely up to S which he will per-will. But again, on 
this understanding the Basic Argument does not go 
through, since S’s having this sort of power  is consist-
ent with God’s knowing, at t1 and before, that S per-
wills B at t2.  Note also, that having the ability “just 
prior” may not be sufficient for a robust, libertarian 
free will. Suppose that God is a temporal, libertarian 
free agent. Suppose further that up through t1 S’s op-
tions are open, and then, at t2, God decides to cause S 
to choose B at t2. On Anselm’s account, this was not 
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an a se choice, since it was up to God what S chooses 
at t2. But if it is the ability to do otherwise prior to 
the time of the choice that counts, then S is able to do 
otherwise in some apparently important sense. I just 
don’t see it. 

Defense of Isotemporalism

So, on the Anselmian view that holds that God knows 
that S chooses B at t2 because S chooses B at t2, the 
Basic Argument does show that S cannot refrain from 
choosing B at t2, but the principle of non-contra-
diction all by itself would have done the job. But the 
Anselmian position does include the isotemporal the-
ory of time. Fischer suggests that Ockhamism – God 
(apparently in time) knows the truth about future free 
choices –  is compatible with eternalism (my “isotem-
poralism”) although not with presentism.15 But he 
does not go on to use this point to consider a solution 
to the freedom and divine foreknowledge dilemma. 
The reason he does not go this route seems to be that 
he finds isotemporalism unattractive, as do many con-
temporary philosophers of religion.16

Before moving to criticisms of isotemporalism let 
us glance, first, at other reasons for holding the view, 
beyond the (pretty impressive!) fact that it allows us 
to preserve robust human freedom and complete di-
vine foreknowledge. For the Anselmian an even more 
important motivation for being an isotemporalist is 
that God is “that than which nothing greater can be 
conceived”. On presentism, God is circumscribed by 
the extensionless moment that is the present. He can 
act immediately only on the present, and His knowl-
edge of the past and the future, like ours, is indirect, 
depending on memory and other sorts of evidence. 
This constitutes a severely limited conception of di-
vine knowledge and power. On isotemporalism God 
knows and acts causally upon everything, at all times, 
immediately. Clearly isotemporalism allows for a con-
ception of God which is greater than the God whose 
life is but an endless succession of fleeting moments.
Fischer himself offers another reason to subscribe to 
isotemporalism when he explains why the Ockhamist 
should reject presentism. “The fundamental problem 
is that presentism cannot allow for the sort of cross-
time explanations involved by Ockhamism. If some-
thing is a fact about a moment in 1959, for instance, 
then, on presentism, only things that exist at that 
moment in 1959 can be explanatory grounds for this 
fact.”17 Fischer takes this to show that the Ockhamist 

must reject presentism.  Fischer does not mention it 
in “Engaging with Pike”, but this argument would 
show that, on presentism, facts about the past would 
also lack “explanatory grounds”.  The presentist holds 
that the past is no more existent than the future.  A 
theory of time that undermines explanatory grounds 
for claims about the past seems pretty radical. The 
presentist can, perhaps, argue that past events leave 
traces in the present, and it is those present traces 
that provide explanatory grounds for facts about the 
past. But when we express what we take to be a fact 
about some past event it is rarely the case that we in-
tend our statement to mean, or entail, or include, any 
facts about traces in the present. Presentism entails 
this symmetry regarding the future and the past; both 
are absolutely non-existent. If Fischer is right that, 
on presentism, there are no explanatory grounds for 
a fact about the future, then –at least prima facie -- 
there are no explanatory grounds for a fact about the 
past. And that is a difficult position. Especially since 
the Basic Argument requires that the past be fixed 
from the perspective of the present and the future.

A third reason for not rejecting isotemporalism out 
of hand is that it – or something like – is apparent-
ly the preferred theory of contemporary physics. I do 
not argue that philosophers of religion ought to work 
very hard to conform their ideas to some present con-
sensus among scientists. That consensus could change 
in five years, and then where would we be? Moreover, 
God and His activity are not the proper subject mat-
ters of science, and God may be and do things that the 
objects studied by the scientist cannot  (naturally) be 
and do.18 Nevertheless, if modern physics and Saint 
Anselm of Canterbury subscribe to a theory of time, 
the embracing of which allows us to solve a dilemma 
in the philosophy of religion, then that theory ought 
to be given serious consideration. 

Fischer does not outright reject isotemporalism, but 
he does not give it the thoughtful treatment it de-
serves. He notes that “Many think eternalism is coun-
terintuitive. It is implausible, they say, that we are no 
more real than the dinosaurs.”19 Phenomenologically, 
isotemporalism is radically weird. The dinosaurs worry 
me less than does the thought that “I” of five minutes 
ago and “I” of five minutes hence exist just as much as 
I do now. That is hard to imagine. But presentism is 
phenomenologically difficult, too. If the past and the 
future are absolutely non-existent, then the present 
is the non-extended point at which the non-existent 
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future becomes the non-existent past.  It doesn’t feel 
that way. 

But even if we were to give presentism the edge phe-
nomenologically, it is not clear that, in this case, we 
ought to give a great deal of weight to appearances 
and intuition. The physical universe as described by 
the particle physicist is beyond strange, but the phi-
losopher rarely says to the physicist, “I’m sorry, but I 
must reject your claim, since I cannot envision what 
you are describing. It strikes me as counterintuitive.” 
Moreover, the parties to the freedom and foreknowl-
edge debate tend to subscribe to the view that the one 
God is three persons in one nature, and that one of 
the persons has, not only a divine, but a human na-
ture. I suggest that it is more likely than not that the 
human intellect will have a hard time comprehending 
the relationship of this very puzzling God to time. 

William Hasker, a well-known participant in the 
freedom and foreknowledge debate, is also a severe 
critic of isotemporalism, and so I turn to him to offer 
a brief look at a few criticisms and possible respons-
es.20 (This will be just a brief review of a few points 
to suggest how the debate might go, and to show 
that the isotemporalist can likely defend her side of 
the question.) Hasker, in company with many critics, 
holds that isotemporalism denies change. He says, 

It is important to recognize that in the four-di-
mensional continuum nothing changes.  There is 
“change” only in the sense that a road “changes” 
as it passes first through farmland, then through 
forest, then over a river, and at last up into the 
mountains.  The road, of course, doesn’t change 
at all, though it has different features at different 
points along its length.  Similarly, the four-di-
mensional continuum never changes at all, 
though different states of affairs obtain at differ-
ent temporal locations along it.

But Hasker does not explain what “change” means, if 
it means something more, or other, than that things 
are one way at a time and a different way at a different 
time. One sometimes reads that presentism captures 
change better because it takes account of the flow of 
events from the future through the present to the 
past. But it doesn’t.  The future is non-existent, so no 
events are there to flow from it. The past is non-ex-
istent, so no events flow into it. The present is where 
two non-existents meet. It is puzzling that anything 

like an event takes place in a presentist universe, since 
events would seem to be temporally extended.

Hasker raises a further problem concerning personal 
identity. Using “Kate” and “Bill” engaged in a debate, 
He writes, 

From a God’s-eye point of view, Kate1 is time-
lessly beginning her talk, even though she does 
this at a temporal location earlier than the one 
we now occupy.  Sub specie aeternitatis, neither 
temporal location has any special claim to being 
“now”; each and every time is “now” with respect 
to the events that occur at that time, and that 
is all there is to be said about the matter.  The 
point to grasp is that the immediate experiencer 
Kate1 is a different individual than the immedi-
ate experiencer Kate2; similarly, the immediate 
experiencer Bill1 is a different individual than 
the immediate experiencer Bill2.  (It seems, then, 
that we have in effect “Kate-by-committee” and 
also “Bill-by-committee.”)  This is clear because, 
among other reasons, Bill1 and Bill2 have differ-
ent, and mutually incompatible, experiences: Bill1 
timelessly listens to Kate’s talk and says nothing 
himself, whereas Bill2 is timelessly speaking, and 
hearing nothing from Kate.  Furthermore, each 
of these individuals exists timelessly at a particu-
lar temporal location; it is impossible for either 
of them to move to a different temporal location.  
These two simply cannot be the same individual. 
 

True, on isotemporalism a person is a continuous 
“ribbon” from conception infinitely (I presume) into 
the future, with different experiences and properties 
characterizing the person at different times along the 
ribbon.   Hasker’s Kate1 experiences standing, Kate2 is 
seated, Kate3 is standing, but why insist that someone 
who has different experiences and properties at differ-
ent times must be different persons? The spatial anal-
ogy is useful: A person’s body is extended physically, 
and the feet may be having a different experience than 
the hands, but we do not insist that there is not a dis-
creet individual.

And presentism seems worse on personal identity 
over time.  A person’s immediate experiences now 
aren’t the same as those of a few minutes ago. Indeed, 
on presentism, there is no continuity between a per-
son’s past and his present, since his past is absolute-
ly non-existent.  If having different experiences and 
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properties made one a different individual, then it is 
hard to see how someone, who exists now, could be 
the same individual as he used to be a few minutes 
ago, since that person who existed a few minutes ago, 
does not exist now. Surely existing and not-existing 
are incompatible properties. The presentist could say 
that there is only the individual, existing wholly at 
this instant, remembering those earlier experiences, 
but that seems a less robust grounding for personal 
identity over time than the isotemporalist’s claim that 
the whole self is a time ribbon, all of which exists with 
different experiences and different properties at dif-
ferent times. What makes someone the same person 
over time is one of the extremely difficult issues in 
philosophy, but presentism’s instantaneous self does 
not do the job any better than the istotemporalist’s 
ribbon self.

Hasker suggests another discomfort of isotemporal-
ism; the times of pain and suffering one experiences 
are never annihilated from reality. And others sug-
gest that the Christian must reject isotemporalism 
for related, eschatological reasons. Suppose someone 
is saved. On isotemporalism the old, sinful person is 
always a “part” of the ribbon that is that individual’s 
life. The Christian isotemporalist responds that this 
is true, but it is entirely consistent with the Christian 
message that the beatified be forever a saved sinner. 
Moreover, the “ribbon” of the saved streams into an 
infinite future, so perhaps those moments of pain and 
suffering are given meaning and overwhelmed by the 
joyous future. ( Just how the blessed experience their 
lives may be a question that can be answered only 
once one has arrived at the undiscovered country.) 

I hope these examples show that the isotemporalist 
can propose defenses to some standard criticisms. Fis-
cher raises a further point against “simple foreknowl-
edge” rather than the isotemporalist solution to the 
dilemma, but it is a criticism that some suppose can 
be effectively leveled against the Anselmian position. 
“If we posit simple foreknowledge – that God knows 
in advance unconditional future contingent state-
ments that state that some individual will freely per-
form some action in the future – it appears as if God 
is severely limited in His providential powers; after all, 
the future free behavior of human agents is ‘given to 
Him,” as it were.”21 The Anselmian theory does admit 
that God’s knowledge of what some individual choos-
es with aseity derives from that individual choosing. 
But being able to know, and to act on, everything at 

all times in one, eternal act surely entails great scope 
for the divine power. For example, on isotemporalism, 
a Christian can tell a story like this: God knows that 
the early Jewish converts to Christianity are, before 
their conversions, the sort of people who are likely to 
be skeptical of Jesus’s claims of divinity. He knows 
that one way to mitigate their skepticism is to have 
them believe that prophets of old foretold various bits 
of information about the messiah that would accord 
with facts of Jesus’s life. God, in His eternal present, 
appreciates the epistemic condition of the would-be 
converts, provides the prophets with the useful infor-
mation, and sees that His stratagem works. If some 
of the converts convert through a se choice, then God 
knows they do so through their doing so. 

True, God would exercise more complete sovereignty 
if He were to cause every event including every “free” 
choice. But then responsibility-grounding human 
freedom seems to be sacrificed. Open Theism, where 
God exists only at the present moment and doesn’t 
know what created agents will freely choose in the fu-
ture,  entails a much more severe limitation on divine 
sovereignty. And, contrary to what Molinists claim, 
it is not clear that Molinism offers a defense of ro-
bust divine sovereignty. On the Anselmian view God 
is limited by His own choice to create free agents. On 
Molinism God is limited by the “middle knowledge” 
of what any possible created agent would choose in 
any possible situation. These contingent “counter-
factuals of freedom” exist independently of God, and 
God, to achieve His purposes, must work with them. 
This constitutes a serious and unchosen limitation on 
God’s power. This, in addition to the problem that 
Molinism rules out a se choice!

Fischer defends his own “Bootstrapping View” on 
which God does not have complete foreknowledge. 
Still, God can know a future contingent proposition 
(p) “in the same way that an ordinary human being 
can know this:  (at least in part) by believing that p 
while being in a KCS [“knowledge conferring situa-
tion”] with respect to p. But unlike an ordinary human 
being, God knows that if He believes that p, then it 
follows of necessity that p is true. He knows this via 
His self-Knowledge: He knows that He is essentially 
omniscient.”22 But an ordinary human believer could 
be in KCS and believe p and yet p be false. God would 
have the same evidence, yet He would not believe p. 
So, “…it is possible (given the structure of the Boot-
strapping View) that God Himself has no additional 
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evidence on the basis of which He, unlike the human 
reliable believers, can see why p will turn out to be 
false.”23 Isn’t this mysterious? Yes, but, says Fischer, “I 
contend …that every major view about God’s knowl-
edge of the future has at least a mystery associated 
with it, if not a significant problem…One’s evaluation 
of the various views will presumably be a holistic cost/
benefit analysis in which one weighs the pros and 
cons,…” 24 True. How, then, should we assess the pros 
and cons of the Anselmian theory?

On the pro side, the Anselmian view preserves divine 
certainty regarding every future event. Also on the pro 
side, it allows for a very robust analysis of human free-
dom, where choices are truly up to the created agents 
who make them. On the con side, we might say (pace 
contemporary physics) that accepting the isotempo-
ralist theory of time is a cost because isotemporalism 
does not conform to our intuitions or to how things 
seem to us. That is, after all, the main charge against 
isotemporalism in that the other criticisms can be 
answered. The question then is, should how things 
appear to us, or should our metaphysical intuitions, 
outweigh the almost ubiquitous teaching of Chris-
tendom until very recently and the philosophical and 
theological value of reconciling divine certitude about 
the future with robust human freedom? I judge ac-
cepting isotemporalism a small price to pay for an 
overwhelming benefit.
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